Abstract

Urine drug screening (UDS) is commonly used to detect or validate self-reported substance use, particularly when beginning and maintaining opioid agonist therapy (OAT). However, there is currently no summary of the published clinical practice guidelines for UDS in Canada, and no measure of the consistency with which different provinces suggest administering UDS. Therefore, we conducted a policy scan of UDS guidelines, examining the published clinical practice guidelines for each Canadian province and extracting all relevant data in March 2017. Our Canadian guideline and policy scan found that UDS frequency recommendations vary greatly among Provinces for persons receiving OAT for opioid use disorder.
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**Background**

Urine drug screening (UDS) is a common tool for detecting or validating self-reported substance use.\(^1\) Opioid agonist therapy (OAT) is the recommended evidence-based treatment for opioid use disorder (OUD).\(^2\) OAT involves the use of full opioid agonists (i.e. methadone, slow release oral morphine [SROM] or a partial opioid agonist - buprenorphine/naloxone) to reduce opioid use, cravings, and to prevent withdrawal and overdose. Buprenorphine/naloxone, in particular, is considered the first-line treatment for the long-term maintenance of OUD in many Canadian jurisdictions.\(^3\) In the context of OUD treatment, UDS detects or validates the self-reported use of opioids, or other drugs, in order to monitor efficacy of treatment.\(^3,4\) Furthermore, UDS is frequently used to monitor adherence to OAT and its potential diversion.\(^4\)

The risks of diversion and overdose associated with methadone and SROM are greater than those for buprenorphine.\(^4\) Due to this variance in safety profiles, the published guidelines for UDS differ for the different forms of OAT.\(^4\) The addition of new treatment options for OAT (including SROM and injectable opioid agonist treatment [iOAT]) presents specific challenges for interpretation of UDS results, as it is difficult to distinguish between non-prescribed and prescribed opioids.\(^4\) This further warrants the development of UDS guidelines specific to treatment type.

Concerns persist about the utility of UDS in clinical management of OUD and its impact on health outcomes of persons receiving OAT has not been fully examined. Systematic reviews to date have found little evidence regarding the effectiveness of UDS on patient or community health outcomes.\(^7\) For example, our recent review of international literature,\(^8\) found only one study eligible for inclusion, and ultimately determined the study to be at a high risk of bias. As evident by the lack of literature, guidelines for clinicians regarding utility or frequency of UDS do not come from a robust evidence base and may be derived from expert consensus, which is more
disposed to inconsistency.⁹ UDS can also be quite expensive, with some confirmatory tests costing as much as $119.94.¹⁰ These concerns, together with the devastating consequences of the current Canadian and American opioid crisis, warrant assessment of consistency in recommendations on optimal scheduling of UDS in the published guidelines. Although the Board of Directors of the American Society of Addiction Medicine recently issued a Drug Testing Appropriateness Document (www.asam.org), no such assessment for UDS in Canada has been undertaken to date. Therefore, we conducted a policy scan of UDS, examining the current, published clinical practice guidelines for each Canadian province and extracting all relevant data in March 2017.

Policy Scan of Guidelines for Urine Drug Screening in Canadian Provinces

All provinces, except Prince Edward Island, explicitly address UDS in their methadone guidelines (Table). The definition of UDS is relatively stable across provinces; however, the provincial guidelines recommend different frequency of UDS for patients on OAT. During initial methadone maintenance therapy (MMT) stabilization, Alberta, BC, Manitoba, Ontario and Quebec recommend weekly or biweekly screenings, while Nova Scotia recommends one to four times per month.¹¹ The initial screenings frequently co-occur with each province’s recommended schedule of physician visits for patients starting MMT. When patients reach a stable MMT dose, provincial guidelines’ recommendations become varied with respect to screening frequency. British Columbia (BC), New Brunswick, Newfoundland and Labrador, and Ontario’s guidelines recommend testing most frequently (once per month);¹²-¹⁵ whereas, Alberta, Manitoba, and Saskatchewan recommend once every three months,¹⁶-¹⁸ and the Quebec guidelines recommend testing as needed. Newfoundland and Labrador and Nova Scotia guidelines recommend testing one to four times per month for the first six weeks or throughout treatment, respectively.¹¹,¹²
Compared to MMT, there are far fewer provincial guidelines and recommendations regarding UDS frequency for patients receiving buprenorphine/naloxone. Most of the provincial methadone practice guidelines allude to guidelines created by the Centre for Addiction and Mental Health (CAMH) which provides recommendations on take-home dosing, UDS, and other practices specific to buprenorphine.\textsuperscript{12,15} The CAMH guideline recommends UDS testing at each appointment, unless there is a clinically justifiable reason for more or less frequent checks.\textsuperscript{19} The previous BC guideline recommends UDS for patients at least monthly, until a stable dose is reached.\textsuperscript{13} Finally, the Quebec guideline recommends random testing based on the frequency that the clinician believes is appropriate, although twice per month is suggested for the first two months.

Newly published guidelines in BC (in effect June 5, 2017) for patients on OAT provide different recommendations for UDS frequency based on the type of medication received.\textsuperscript{3} For patients prescribed methadone, UDS is recommended once a month during initiation and dose escalation if the patient discloses current substance use, or more frequently if the patient states that they are abstinent or would prefer take-home doses. The guideline recommends random and scheduled UDS for patients receiving take-home doses of OAT. For patients on methadone, they recommend at least eight random tests per year, but only four for patients on buprenorphine/naloxone. If safety is a concern, BC physicians should conduct UDS for their patients more frequently. The guidelines note that it is important to re-evaluate patients who do not comply with scheduled or random UDS, as there may be a risk of relapse, misuse, or diversion.

In summary, the urine drug screening (UDS) frequency recommendations vary among Provinces for persons receiving OAT for OUD. Future research on UDS in Canada should establish whether a common set of recommendations is needed and whether quality of these should
be assessed and reported. UDS guidelines need to be specific to the opioid agonist/partial agonist (e.g., methadone, SROM, and buprenorphine/naloxone) used due to their varying risks. Separate UDS guidelines for alternative OAT methods (e.g. SROM and iOAT) will need to be developed due to their specific analytical limitations. Finally, with the emergence of new illicit opioids, such as Fentanyl and its analogues, the screening panels require modification.
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